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1.0 Introduction
Anii is a West African Kwa language spoken along the border between Togo and Benin by 
approximately 50,000 people.  There are four major dialects which are quite different from each other 
in both pronunciation and grammar.
In 2012, an orthography for Anii was finalized through collaboration among linguists, literacy workers, 
and the Anii community.  This presentation will discuss some of the linguistic and social factors that 
played a role in the orthographical decisions that were made.  
1.1 Background on Literacy in Anii
Since the 1970s, the government of Benin, where most of the Anii villages are located, has been very 
supportive of the idea of literacy in local languages, going as far as paying literacy teachers in each 
village, and even sponsoring literacy classes.  An alphabet was developed, but no orthography, and 
classes generally didn’t go beyond teaching the alphabet, especially as there was very little available to 
read, and no standardized spelling.  However, some Anii people remained very invested in the 
development of their language.  There was even an attempt to start a magazine in the 1980s, though 
only two issues came out.  All this is to say that the Anii people are proud of their language and 
interested in writing it, though the practicalities of doing so were always a barrier.
Since 2001 when an SIL project was established for the Anii language, efforts to make literature in Anii 
available to readers have been underway, and a big part of that has been the development of the 
orthography, including linguistic research and getting the community involved in orthography 
decisions.
1.2 Who Made Orthography Decisions
The orthography decisions which will be discussed below were taken largely at an orthography meeting 
in March of 2012 which was organized by the SIL team.  Some follow-up decisions were taken by the 
members of the research group created at that meeting to finalize the remaining decisions.
Those who were present at the meeting were representatives from the following groups:
-The old men who have been involved with language development in Anii since the beginning
-The literacy teachers from many of the villages, representing all the major dialect groups
-The language committee, a group of local leaders who were chosen by the old men to continue 
the work of language development (including Anii-language radio personalities)
-The group of young people who are being trained to write and publish GʊGʊ, the Anii-
language magazine (www.revue-gugu.org) that SIL has recently started publishing
-Other interested people, including government officials, people involved in development for 
the area, and the SIL team
With this background in mind, I will now present some of the decisions that were made.  
22.0 Linguistic Factors
Some orthography decisions were based largely on the linguistic characteristics of the language. 
Examples of these types of decisions are given in this section.  
2.1 Word boundaries
There are two linguistic arguments as to what constitutes a word in Anii.  The first is, obviously, 
semantic, which suggest that each noun, each verb, each postposition, each conjunction, etc., should be 
written as a different word.  The grammar of the language, however, raises complications in the 
straightforward application of this principle.  
One example of this is with possessives.  Possession is indicated in Anii with a possessive pronoun 
between the possessor and the possessee, as in (1), where the possessive pronoun is written separately 
for clarity.  All data in this paper is given in IPA, with accents indicating tone:
(1) bàsmC pɨCrɨC  bá   bʊC ʃɛL ɩC
women    POSS baskets
The women’s baskets
The community consensus was initially that it would be simpler to follow the semantics and write each 
word separately.  However, the phonology of these constructions creates problems with this approach.  
For example, when the thing being possessed begins with a vowel, the vowel of the possessive marker 
deletes, but it’s tone remains.  Additionally, in some cases there is /g/-deletion and compensatory 
lengthening, as well.  Examples of these complications are shown step by step in (2).  The phrase in (2a) 
means the women’s shirts, that in (2b) your (sg) basket
(2)  a. Underlying Form: bàsmC pɨCrɨC  bá   ìtóko
women    POSS shirts
Possessive vowel deletion: bàsmC pɨCrɨC  b L  ìtóko
Tonal Reattachment: bàsmC pɨCrɨC  b ítóko
Surface Form: bàsmC pɨCrɨC  b ítóko 
       b. Underlying Form: àkɩC              gàʃɛL ɩC
you.SG.POSS  basket
[g]-deletion: àkɩC àʃɛL ɩC
Compensatory lengthening: àkɩC ààʃɛL ɩC
Possessive vowel deletion: àk ààʃɛL ɩC
Surface form: àkààʃɛL ɩC
The best way to write forms like these was the most hotly-contested issue at the orthography meeting. 
Due to the complex phonology of  these forms, if the possession were to be written separated from the 
possessed noun, it is unclear where the space should be.  The form in (2a) could be written b itoko, bi 
toko or bitoko, and (2b) could be written aka ashɛɩ, ak aashɛɩ, akaa shɛɩ, akaashɛɩ or even akɩgashɛɩ, 
though no speakers ever accepted the writing of the underlying form.  It was data like this that finally led 
the meeting participants to decide that possessives should be written attached to the possessee noun, so 
that the phrase in (2a) is written ‘basmpǝrǝ bɩtoko’, and that in (2b) is written ‘akaashɛɩ’.  Thus, the 
linguistic facts of the language over-ruled the initial community consensus.
32.2 Nasal place assimilation
Like many languages, Anii has nasal consonant place assimilation, whereby nasal consonants when 
followed by a consonant adopt the place of articulation of that following consonant.  This happens both 
within a word, as shown in (3) with the class F noun-class marker and then possessive pronouns, and 
across word boundaries, as shown in (4).  The Anii data here is given in the Bassila dialect:
(3) transcription gloss transcription gloss orthography
[ntɨCmà] work ntǝma
[mC pá] village-town mpa
[ŋCkɔL lɩC] proverb ŋkɔlɩ
 [gàʃɛL ɩC] basket [àŋLgàʃɛL ɩC] my basket aŋgashɛɩ
[bʊC ʃɛL ɩC] baskets [àmbʊC ʃɛL ɩC] my baskets ambʊshɛɩ
(4)  a. transcription gloss transcription gloss orthography
[bodó] climb [m bodó] I climbed n boɖo
[pàrà] glue [m pàrà] I glued n para
[dà] stay [ń dà] I stayed n ɖa
[tàbá] ask [ń tàbá] I asked n taba
[kìde] look [ŋL  kìde] I looked n kiɖe
       b. transcription gloss orthography
[ń fʊC ŋ gàwàrà] I farmed a field n fʊm gawara
[ń fʊC m bʊC wàrà] I farmed fields n fʊm buwara
. [ń ʧàn tóko] I held a shirt n cam toko
[ń ʧàm ìtóko] I held shirts n cam itoko
(3) and (4) essentially illustrate the same linguistic phenomenon except that the examples in (3) occur 
word-internally, while the examples in (4) occur across word boundaries.  The examples in (4a) occur 
across orthographic word boundaries (which may not exist linguistically), and the examples in (4b) 
across linguistic word boundaries, with one prevocalic example given for comparison.
Essentially, the orthographical decision that has been made regarding whether or not to write the nasal 
assimilation has been guided by the principle of having one spelling for any given word.  Therefore, 
word-internal assimilation, which speakers notice and want to write, is in fact written, but when the 
assimilation occurs across word boundaries, it is not written so that every word has a set spelling, 
making it easier to learn to read and write, with regard to word recognition skills.  This is partially 
social, but largely linguistic and didactic reasoning.  
2.3 ATR harmony
The Bassila dialect of Anii has an extensive system of vowel harmony based on the feature ATR, or 
Advanced Tongue Root.  That is, the eleven vowel phonemes are divided into two types, those 
pronounced with the root of the tongue pushed forward (+ATR), and those pronounced without this 
tongue-root advancement (-ATR).  This is illustrated in (5):
(5)         +ATR          -ATR
/i/ /u/ /ɩ/ /ɨ/ /ʊ/
/e/ /ǝ/ /o/ /ɛ/ /ɔ/
/a/
4The harmony process means that the vowel of every noun class marker surfaces with the same [ATR] 
quality as the vowels of the noun root that follows it, i.e. there is neutralization of the [ATR] contrast in 
these positions.  Noun-class agreement markers on verbs and adjectives also agree in [ATR] with the 
roots that follow them.  This phenomenon is illustrated in (6) with every relevant noun class:
(6) [-ATR] [+ATR]
      a. Class A: no known example [u-pì] ‘child’
      b. Class Ǝ1: [a-bɔCrɩL] ‘sheep/animal’ [ǝ-kutu] ‘orange’
      c. Class C: [ga-fɩClɩL] ‘fish (sg.)’ [gɨ)-du] ‘place’
      d. Class Ɖ: [gɩ)-bɔL] ‘very short shorts’ [gi-ʤe] ‘yam’
      e. Class E: [ʊ) -dɔC] ‘neck’ [u-ʧìne] ‘heart/courage’
      f. Class Ɛ: [gʊ) -tɔC ] ‘ear’ [gu-jó] ‘tree’
      g. Class G/Ʊ2: [bʊ) -tʊC ŋà] ‘salt’ [bu-tó] ‘water’
      h. Class T3: [a-ɲɛL] ‘hands’ [ǝ)-ku] ‘rooms/huts’
      i. Class U: [ɩ)-lɔC ] ‘strings/cords’ [i-ʤe] ‘yams’
      j. Class W: [ɩ)-tʊC ŋà] ‘guinea fowl (pl)’ [i-bu] ‘snakes’
      k. Class Y: [ba-fʊC mɩC] ‘farmers’ [bǝ)-pì] ‘children’
Unlike the nasal harmony discussed above, this vowel harmony process is not at all salient to speakers, 
and it turned out to be quite difficult to teach people to write it.  At the orthography meeting, everyone 
thought it was a good idea to consistently write the vowels of noun-class prefixes or agreement markers 
the same way because most Anii-speakers are unable to accurately determine which vowel is present in 
these circumstances.  Given that there is no linguistic evidence as to whether the [+ATR] or the [-ATR] 
forms are the underlying ones, the decision was taken to write the [-ATR] forms in all situations, based 
upon impressionistic ideas that these were the more common vowels in the language.  
For years, there was confusion among writers as to which vowel to write in these situations.  With the 
linguistic analysis to show what was happening, the confusion was easily explained and a non-confusing 
solution to this problem that everyone could agree on was approved.
3.0 Social factors
Some orthography decisions were based on social factors.  That is, rather than using the form of the 
language to make orthography rules, the social milieu in which the language is spoken was taken into 
account.
3.1 Dialect choice
Since there are currently not enough resources to support developing an orthography for each of the Anii 
dialect areas, so it was decided to focus on the dialect of Bassila, even though it is not linguistically the 
most central dialect for the following reasons:
1 The twelve Anii noun classes are currently designated with letters from the Anii alphabet, with the ‘singular’ classes given 
letters from the beginning of the alphabet and the ‘plural’ classes letters from the end (Zaske 2011). Class B has no noun-
class prefix and Class F has no vowel (the noun-class marker is a nasal consonant), so they are not mentioned here.
2 These two classes have been kept apart in the past because Class G contains singular objects or mass nouns and Class Ʊ 
plural objects, and the co-authors are still debating whether that separation should remain.  
3 Classes Ǝ and T, and U and W respectively have the same noun-class markers but trigger different agreement patterns.
5-Bassila is the largest Anii village (actually more like a town)
-The local radio station broadcasts in the Bassila dialect, and people in most other villages 
listen to that
-People from all the villages present at the orthography meeting agreed that adults in every 
village understand the Bassila dialect.
Representatives from all the villages agreeing on these points was a key factor in the decision-making 
process, since the speakers of the Bassila dialect were uncomfortable making this choice for speakers of 
other dialects.  Linguistic analysis would have chosen a more northern dialect to be the written form of 
the language, since those are linguistically the most central dialects, but the social situation required a 
different choice.
3.2 The writing of the phoneme [d]
In the official Anii orthography, the phoneme [d] is written ‘ɖ’.  Linguistically-speaking, there is no 
voiced retroflex stop [ɖ] in the language, there is only the voiced alveolar stop [d].  However, for a 
number of historical and social reasons, the phoneme [d] continues to be written as ‘ɖ’.  These reasons 
are:
-The anthropologist who originally helped develop the alphabet in the 1970s thought that he 
heard the phoneme [ɖ], though this was likely a mis-hearing, given that the Anii speaker 
he was working with is still alive today (and active in language development), and we 
have not heard this pronunciation from him.
-The old gentlemen who have been involved in language development for over 40 years are used 
to writing the phoneme [d] as ‘ɖ’ and find it aesthetically pleasing, and the language 
committee also has insisted on keeping this letter for many years.
-Since some neighboring languages have both [d] and [ɖ] as phonemes, while French, the lingua 
franca of the area, only has [d], some speakers argue that using ‘ɖ’ in writing Anii makes 
it easier to learn to read surrounding local languages.  This is not a linguistic argument, 
but rather a social one.
-Since there have been many publications since 2001 which use the ɖ, and the SIL publication 
team has set up their keyboards and other equipment with that letter, it would be very 
labor-intensive to change that decision now.
As can be seen, these are largely social and historical arguments.  The linguistic data would suggest that 
the phoneme [d] should be written as ‘d’, but the social arguments prevailed, and the the decision was 
taken that the phoneme should be written ‘ɖ’.
4.0 The interaction of linguistic and social factors
While all orthography decisions involve both linguistic and social factors, some decisions cannot be 
argued to be largely one or the other, but show clear interactions.  These are generally cases where the 
simplest solution linguistically-speaking did not work for social reasons.
4.1 The eleventh vowel and syllabic consonants
Bassila Anii has eleven vowel phonemes, as shown above, but the other dialects, as far as is known, 
have only ten, they do not have [ɨ].  The existence of [ɨ] as a separate phoneme from [ǝ] was only 
discovered in 2009 after extensive linguistic analysis (see Morton 2012), during which it was also 
6discovered that Gɩsɩda Anii has syllabic nasals and liquids.  Before this linguistic analysis, there was 
confusion in reading caused by many different words being written the same way, as shown by the 
example in (7) below:
(7)  transcription gloss  original spelling proposed spelling (after linguistic analysis)
       [pǝC l] go around pǝl pǝl
[pɨCl] be cooked pǝl pɨl
[pl C] pursue pǝl pl
The initial suggestion for solving this problem, based on the linguistic data, was to write the [ɨ] as 'ɨ', as 
is done in one nearby language with a similar vowel system, and to not write a vowel where 
linguistically there is no vowel, as illustrated in (7) above.  The argument was that this system could be 
easily taught to speakers of other dialects because there are regular vowel correspondances among 
dialect areas.
Those present at the orthography meeting initially liked this proposal, except that in monosyllabic 
words, they thought that the absence of a vowel looked too strange and would be hard to read. 
Additionally, they had a different take on the dialect issue, and decided that since there was less 
confusion in many non-Bassila dialects about this issue, they should base some decisions on the facts of 
those dialects.  After much discussion, the following rules were agreed on:
-The phoneme [ǝ], which is found cross-dialectally, will be written ‘ǝ’
-The phoneme [ɨ] will also generally be written as ‘ǝ’, as has been done historically, but where 
this created confusion, as in (5), the phoneme will be written as ‘ɩ’, which is how it is 
generally pronounced in Northern dialects.
-In words longer than one syllable, syllabic consonants will be written with no vowel (for 
example, [asn a], ‘dog’, will be written ‘asna’.  With one-syllable words, though, the 
syllabic consonants will be written preceded by an ‘i’, as those words are pronounced in 
Northern dialects, i.e. [pl C] will be written as ‘pil’.
The details of the spelling of each word are still being worked out, but these general rules are working 
well though they are much more complicated than the original proposal, due largely to social 
considerations such as dialect variation.  One note is that in monosyllabic vowel-final words, these rules 
may not be enough to disambiguate words which are currently homographs.  An example is given at the 
end of the next section.
4.2 Tone
Anii has two phonemic tones, high (H) and low (L), with a phonetic mid tone caused by downstep in 
certain contexts.  There is both grammatical and lexical tone.  If no tone markings are written, confusion 
can occur, as illustrated in (8), with examples of grammatical tone given in (8a) and lexical tone in (8b):
(8) transcription gloss orthography without tone
       a. [n tɩL ! kpá] I am arriving n tɩ kpa
[ń ! tɩL ! kpá] I eventually arrived n tɩ kpa
[gɩL ŋɔCn] We wrote gɩ ŋɔn
[gɩL ! ŋɔLn] Let's write gɩ ŋɔn
[kɨL má kpá ná] I did not arrive kǝ ma kpa na
[kɨL ! má kpá ná] I will not arrive kǝ ma kpa na
7       b. [mC pà n dà] The palm nut is there mpa n da
[mC pá n dà] The village is there mpa n da
[ń sàà] I reserved n saa
[ń sàá] I waited n saa
[à kpá] He is about to arrive a kpa
[á kpá] You (sg) are about to arrive a kpa
Because of examples like these, it was clear to everyone that tone needed to be written, at least in some 
cases, but there was a very strong community value against writing a lot of tone marks, because it made 
the texts harder to read (or at least led them to be perceived as being harder to read), and also was not 
aesthetically pleasing.
The final conclusion of the orthography meeting was that lexical tone should not be written because the 
context can generally disambiguate the words without tone marking, and the number of tone marks that 
should be written was limited.  The major exception to this is the pronoun example given last in (8b), 
because there were too many contexts that did not disambiguate this pair.  Grammatical tone, however, 
can be, but generally is not disambiguated by context, and therefore is written.  Given these rules, the 
examples in (8) above are now written as follows:
(9) transcription gloss current orthography (with tone)
       a. [n tɩL ! kpá] I am arriving n tɩ kpa
[ń ! tɩL ! kpá] I eventually arrived n tɩL kpa
[gɩL ŋɔCn] We wrote gɩ ŋɔn
[gɩL ! ŋɔLn] Let's write gɩ ŋɔLn
[kɨL má kpá ná] I did not arrive kǝ ma kpa na
[kɨL ! má kpá ná] I will not arrive kǝ ma kpá na
       b. [mC pà n dà] The palm nut is there mpa n da
[mC pá n dà] The village is there mpa n da
[ń sàà] I reserved n saa
[ń sàá] I waited n saa
[à kpá] He is about to arrive a kpa
[á kpá] You (sg) are about to arrive á kpa
There remain several places where confusion remains, given the decisions above.  Most pressing is how 
to write the difference between [tsɨL], 'go' and [tsǝC ], 'build'.  Neither the vowel rules given in the previous 
section, nor the tonal rules above can easily distinguish between these two words, both currently written 
‘cǝ’, and context does not always distinguish easily either.  As the orthography is used more and more, it 
is possible that specific cases like these will have to be addressed by amending the orthography rules as 
needed, particularly in the process of creating an Anii-French dictionary, which is currently in progress.
5.0 Conclusion and applications
The examples given above from the process of developing the Anii orthography have been given to 
illustrate two important points about orthography development.  First of all, orthography decisions 
cannot be made without solid linguistic research (including, preferably, some knowledge of dialect 
differences) so that the orthography reflects (at least to some extent) the facts of the language, and is 
thus reasonably easy to learn and use.  Secondly, however, such decisions also cannot be made on purely 
linguistic grounds.  Orthography developers must also take into account the community's language 
8attitudes and meta-linguistic awareness, since these things also have significant effects on a 
community’s ability and willingness to use an orthography.
The case of Anii suggests that orthography development for unwritten languages is best carried out 
(when possible) by a collaboration between trained linguists and interested (and influential) members of 
the language community.
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